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Truck Drivers and Owner Operators Are Finding Quality Of Life Value With
EpicVue In-Cab Satellite TV

Increasing popularity of EpicVue In-cab Satellite TV Systems grows during the COVID
pandemic. The company is offering promotional savings for independent truck drivers through
2020

SALT LAKE CITY (PRWEB) November 13, 2020 -- EpicVue, providers of premium in-cab satellite TV
packaged exclusively for the trucking industry, today announced growing interest among owner-operators
seeking to improve their quality of life on the road during the COVID-19 pandemic. The company also
announced promotional savings for independent drivers through the end of 2020.

“I’m on the road for two weeks at a time so with EpicVue I can record while I’m sleeping what I want to watch
later,” said Brian O’Neil, an owner-operator based in Newton, NC. “I wanted EpicVue for a long time before it
was available for owner-operators and now I couldn’t live without it.”

“There’s always downtime when you’re an owner-operator who’s on the road for a few weeks at a time,” said
Seth Headley, an owner-operator from Charlotte, NC. “EpicVue makes my truck feel like an apartment on
wheels, and it’s terrific to be able to watch the same thing I would at home with my family.”

“When I was an owner-operator I couldn’t wait for EpicVue to become available and once I expanded my
operation to three trucks I bought in-cab satellite TV for all of our vehicles without hesitation,” said Scott
Miller at SM Miller Enterprises in Dallas, a premier linehaul contracted services provider. “It makes life on the
road much easier for our drivers and it’s a great recruiting tool. EpicVue provides a service that is definitely
needed.”

EpicVue for owner-operators and drivers is being offered through the end of the year with a $200 promotional
savings. The in-cab satellite TV systems are available without requiring a contract, and without activation or
cancellation fees. Drivers can purchase or finance hardware and installation costs for stationary or InMotion
systems, with or without a DVR. The monthly DIRECTV subscription—with more than 100 channels of
programming, including SHOWTIME and the NFL Sunday Ticket— can be paused and reactivated for any
reason.

“Drivers are saying there's no better time to be an owner-operator than now if you know how to play your
cards,” said Kyle Hales, vice president of sales for EpicVue. “However, increased isolation due to the pandemic
and a lack of entertainment and news options when they're not working has made it tougher, so we’ve seen
growing interest in satellite TV by drivers and an increase in viewing time among owner-operators with
EpicVue systems. As demand for owner-operator services rises, we’re offering them a no contract premium in-
cab entertainment option at a savings so they can enjoy the comforts of home on the road.”

For more details, visit www.tvformytruck.com

About EpicVue
Salt Lake City-based EpicVue was formed by individuals with years of combined experience in the satellite and
television industries. The company offers a TV viewing package specifically designed for commercial fleets.
Used as a tool to assist with recruiting, retaining and improving driver quality of life, the EpicVue package
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brings more than 100 channels of DIRECTV programming, including premium channels such as
HBO/Cinemax, SHOWTIME and the NFL Sunday Ticket, into the comfort of a driver’s sleeper for a monthly
subscription fee and without any upfront hardware costs. For more information, visit www.epicvue.com
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Contact Information
Susan Fall
LaunchIt
http://www.launchitpr.com
8584901050

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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